ABSTRACT With the widespread adaptation of the Internet of things (IoT), we are already witnessing a deluge of IoT data analytics applications. IoT data analytics can be defined as a process to control and optimize decision making in real time, by analyzing huge chunks of IoT sensor data. Moreover, data analytics stands on the shoulders of sensor data aggregation that includes data pre-processing and routing. This paper envisions two open problems of data aggregation, first, raw IoT sensor data is highly uncertain, second, the traditional algorithms are not fit for processing highly uncertain sensor data. This is formally known as data veracity problem. This paper proposes a data aggregation scheme for highly uncertain raw IoT sensor data collected using the device to device communication. The approach initially reconstructs the subspace using sample data and then it iteratively tracks down the low-rank approximation of the dominant subspace in the presence of high uncertainties at the fog server. Later, the robust dominant subspace is used to estimate a more reliable true sensor data matrix from the highly uncertain raw IoT sensor data traffic matrix. Moreover, the proposed scheme achieves the aforementioned tasks while processing the raw IoT sensor data without any prior information, i.e., in a fully unsupervised fashion. The existing literature based on sampling, approximation, and data reduction either causes random data reduction or destruction of global characteristics of the raw data. However, unlike the existing solutions, the proposed method removes the uncertainties while preserving the global characteristics of the raw data. Performance evaluations conducted using both the real world sensor data and synthetic data injected with noise, outliers, and missing values. Experimental results show that the proposed approach can estimate a reliable true sensor data matrix in the presence of high uncertainties and the energy efficient device to device communication-based data delivery mechanism can accommodate a large number of IoT devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
The raw IoT sensor data collected using device to device communication (D2D) from unevenly distributed IoT sensor networks incur high uncertainties due to the presence of noise, outliers, missing readings and redundancy. These uncertainties if not treated may propagate throughout the system and degrade the overall performance, this is formally known as data veracity problem. This paper considers the problem of data veracity in the raw IoT sensor data collected using D2D communication. The effectiveness of the research carried out by Balzano and Nowak in [1] and Hage and Kleinsteuber [2] provide us strong motivation to address the problem of IoT data veracity problem in this paper.
Naive approaches such as embedding learning algorithm to process the data locally may destroy the global correlation and therefore adversely affect the decision making. Moreover, the so-called robust data analytics algorithms such as [3] and [4] are actually compromising their decision accuracy for achieving high robustness against highly uncertain raw IoT sensor data. The proposed approach on one hand, decouples the data aggregation mechanism from data analytics framework and on the other hand improves the quality of data by restoring the missing values, corrupted reading, outliers and redundancy without affecting the global intrinsic patterns of the raw data. The information content of the aforementioned intrinsic pattern is higher than the rest of the data and can be used to estimate a better version (true data) of the data which is more reliable and can be directly utilized for data analytics application.
A big portion of existing literature is aimed at sensor data reduction, as a cure for uncertainty in sensor data. These approaches can be grouped as a) Random techniques such as sampling [5] and approximation [3] . These random techniques are computationally efficient, however, incur a high loss of important data that increases uncertainty. b) Supervised techniques such as regression [6] imposes high computational and communication costs. Regression also requires prior information that makes it impractical for implementations. c) Unsupervised techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA) cannot handle uncertainty. Other existing solutions [7] are too complex for practical implementations. Therefore there is an urgent need for a practical unified paradigm that can transform the highly uncertain raw IoT sensor data into reliable IoT sensor data. This paper advocates an alternative paradigm ( Fig. 1 ) where the IoT data delivery mechanism and IoT data aggregation [8] , [9] functionalities are made independent of the data analytics platform. The proposed paradigm enables the algorithm developers of the data analytics applications to completely focus on the accuracy of the decision making rather than the robustness of the application. The delivery mechanism is based on device to device communication (section III) where the IoT devices are connected to the fog server using WiFi routers which acts as a base station. Furthermore the fog server also acts a data preprocessor for the aggregated raw IoT sensor data. This paper proposes a novel data aggregation approach to improve the quality of the aggregated raw IoT data at the fog server. The proposed approach estimates a true sensor data matrix from the raw IoT sensor data. A true sensor data matrix is independent of uncertainties due to noise, outliers, missing values and redundant data. Moreover it also contains the intrinsic characteristics that truly represents the dynamics of the raw IoT sensor data and hence is more reliable than the raw IoT sensor data for data analytic applications. The proposed approach is divided into three steps: first a rough estimate of the original subspace is reconstructed using sample data further this subspace is optimized to track the dominant subspace, second, the dominant subspace is used to find the gain vector of the IoT devices, and third, the gain vector is used to estimate the true sensor data matrix. The approach is interdisciplinary in its core as subspace tracking [2] and blind equalization [10] are extensively used in computer vision and signal processing, respectively.
The overall general contributions of this paper are listed below:
• This paper decouples the data analytics framework and data aggregation architecture to increase the accuracy of decision making.
• This paper introduces an uncertainty model for IoT sensor data based on Shannon's entropy using an intuitive explanation. As presented in section IV A.
• This paper proposes a data aggregation and preprocessing scheme that can effectively removes the uncertainties in the raw IoT data while preserving the intrinsic dynamics of the raw data.
• The reconstruction of data from the partial sets of raw data before the subspace tracking provides a major advantage over the similar approaches.
• The presented method does not require any prior information about the outliers or the missing values and can operate on fully and partially observed dataset.
• This paper presents a mathematical relationship between dominant subspace and true intrinsic sensor data (Eq.10). This paper is organized in the following fashion. Section II discusses the past notable literature using similar approaches to clean sensor data. Section III introduces the IoT data delivery and aggregation system architecture using D2D communication. Section IV discusses the important assumptions, theoretical background and crucial information about the datasets. Section V serves the kernel idea of this paper in two different subsections for two separate approaches and finally presents an algorithm. The section VI deals with the simulation studies which includes experimental methodology, results and also discusses the limitation of the proposal. Finally, the paper concludes by highlighting the major contributions and future works.
II. RELATED WORK
This section discusses some of the notable approaches similar to the proposed approach in this paper which aims to clean the raw sensor data, in a chronological order and also compares them with our proposed approach. SMURF algorithm [11] is one of the first attempt to clean raw RFID data with window based adaptive smoothing filter. The statistical sampling theory is used to learn the window size continuously. Moreover different sampling approaches [12] such as random sampling, systematic sampling, cluster sampling and quota sampling etc, are also used in the literature for raw sensor data cleaning. The major demerit of the sampling approaches VOLUME 6, 2018 is they generally preserves the local correlation and destroys the global intrinsic correlation of the raw data which increases randomness. Whereas our proposal aggregates the data in the form of a matrix and make inferences based on the global view of the data.
The approximation approaches are frequently used for estimating a more reliable data from the raw data. Some notable approximation approaches are [13] - [15] . In general, the approximation approaches aggregates the data within an error bounded accuracy regardless of the actual system conditions. Approximation approaches have limited practical implementations in scenarios where accuracy is a critical requirement and also the complex nature of the theoretical analysis of the approximation approaches makes it unattractive to developers. Although our proposed solution requires estimation, however, the proposed approach has no error bounds on the accuracy.
Probabilistic approaches based on Bayesian statistics generate a model based on the user-defined features to distinguish important data within the raw data. Reference [16] generates a model of the raw time series data of the mobile RFID using important features such as user mobility, object dynamics, corrupt readings. A particle filter is designed to track the desired information from the raw data. In [17] confidence interval is computed based on the multivariate normal probability distribution model of the IoT raw data stream to filter the undesirable data. This approach requires prior information about the data to generate a model. Our proposed approach requires no prior information and still generates satisfactory results.
The robust principal component analysis (RPCA) is the dominant paradigm to extract the desired subspace from the highly uncertain raw sensor readings. The outlier pursuit approach [18] of RPCA obtains the optimal low-rank matrix in the absence of noise. This approach is further extended in [19] as an iterative thresholding based approach with lower complexity than the former even in noisy environment. Some other notable approaches for the RPCA can be found in [20] and [21] . Reference [7] presents a cluster-based data analysis approach using recursive principal component analysis to detect outliers in IoT data. Reference [18] - [21] are limited to the subspace estimation, however, the proposed approach performs robust subspace estimation as the first step of our proposal and further uses the optimal subspace to generate reliable sensor data. Reference [7] aims to detect the outliers however the proposed approach aims eliminate uncertainties such as noisy readings, missing values, outliers and redundancy in raw IoT data.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
This paper advocates a three-layer architecture for massive IoT data analytics framework ( Fig. 1 ) an example of massive IoT deployment can be found in [22] . In practical scenarios, the public and private clouds can be very far from the actual geographical location of the deployed sensor network. In case of the aforementioned example, the cloud servers are located in Beijing city, remote cloud servers may cause high latency and degrade the overall system performance. A fog server that is placed relatively closer to the sensor network deployment site can provide a platform for filtering and analysis sensor data close to the sensor network. This reduces the overall transmissions to the cloud thus improves the overall system performance. In this paper, the fog server acts as a data preprocessors and a base station that controls and monitors device to device communication among IoT devices. The fog server also aggregates the sensor data and generates a local sensor data traffic matrix, later this traffic matrix is processed using the proposed algorithm to decrease the uncertainties caused by noisy readings, missing data, outliers and redundancy. (Fig. 2) . The cloud server again aggregates the processed data from the fog servers and generates a central data traffic matrix for the centralized data analytics and decision making.
All the IoT nodes are assumed to be connected with the fog server using Wi-Fi routers. The delivery network is presented as an outband device to device communication scenario [23] - [25] where each IoT nodes {n 1 ....n} ∈ N form clusters {l 1 . . . l} ∈ L with neighbouring nodes and every cluster has a cluster head. The paper assumes that IoT nodes are stationary smart devices and have limited power, storage and computational capabilities. Given the fact that IoT nodes are resource constrained, their role is limited to sensing and transmitting. The IoT sensor data vector at a particular time instant where each sensor is generating its reading can be represented as y {1...n} = [y 1 . . . y n ] T . The fog server provides a unique id to each IoT device, and also segregates the IoT devices based on the serving cluster head. A cluster head is responsible for the aggregation of the data generated by the cluster members. A cluster head further relays the data to the next hop cluster head which is close to the fog node, therefore the data is delivered to the fog server using an inter-cluster multihop device to device communication. The selection scheme of cluster head among the other cluster members and the selection scheme of a next hop cluster head for the inter-cluster device to device communication can be found in our recent paper [26] .
IV. BACKGROUND
This section discusses some important prerequisites and notations ( Table 1 ) that is extensively used throughout the upcoming sections. This section introduces the uncertainty model and the characteristics of the data used in simulation studies. Finally this section present details of the D2D communication scenario and formulates the concept of true sensor data.
A. UNCERTAINTY IN IOT SENSOR DATA
Uncertainty is a broad term and still, there is no unified model that holds true for all the scenarios. Therefore, uncertainty in data is studied based on the specific scenarios. Existing literature [27] presents five different kinds of uncertainties namely: Shannon entropy, classification entropy, fuzziness, non-specificity and rough degree. The uncertainty discussed in this paper is due to the presence of noise, outliers, missing readings and redundancy. The paper perceives the IoT sensor data uncertainty based on Shannon's entropy model.
Shannon entropy H (X ): The paper considers a random variable X = {x 1 , ....., x n }. The probability distribution of random variable can be represented as P = {p 1 , . . . p n }.
Intuitively Shannon's entropy of a random variable is the amount of information, (i.e. the true subspace in our case) contained in the variable. This is not just the total number of different values for the random variable (i.e. the raw sensor data in our case). For example, the information in an email is not only the number of possible words or different usages of the words. Instead, the information of an email is proportional to the amount of surprises its reading causes. Based on the aforementioned explanation the paper can safely infer that the information is not just the raw data, but it is a low dimensional pattern inside the raw data that carries most of the properties of the raw data. In section V, the paper uses this idea to design the data aggregation scheme.
B. D2D COMMUNICATION
3GPP has played a key role in establishing and optimizing the machine type communication (MTC) [28] , [29] in release 11, 12 and 13 that further evolves into D2D communication [30] - [33] . The D2D communication can be classified in cellular D2D (inband) or unlicensed D2D (outband). The inband D2D can be further classified into underlay inband D2D where the D2D devices shares the cellular spectrum with other devices simultaneously and overlay inband D2D where the devices receive dedicated celluar spectrum. However this paper focuses on outband D2D communications based on unlicensed spectrum using WiFi. This paper computes the energy efficiency (η) of the D2D scenario with n number of IoT devices as:
Where d i is the total volume of data to be uploaded, E i is the average energy consumed to deliver a single packet, r i is total number of data packets to be uploaded by all the nodes and TTI=1 is transmission time interval which is constant to all packets. As it is evident from the plot that our routing scheme is highly scalable. 
C. DATA
The proposal in this paper operates on two different datasets, the first data set is a real sensor data set and the second one is a synthetic dataset. Both the datasets serve the purpose of experimental validation of two different aspects of the proposed solution, on one hand, the experiments with the real sensor dataset support the claim of real-world application and on the other hand, the Synthetic sensor data provide insights of the ideal scenario.
1) REAL WORLD DATASET
The real world dataset comes from the deployment of IoT sensors inside a house located in Stambruges, Belgium [34] . The dataset consists of 4.5 months temperature and humidity monitoring data averaged over 10 minutes per transmission using wireless sensor networks. The Wireless sensor consists of a typical DHT 22 sensor for temperature and humidity measurements along with a Zigbee for radio transmission and an ATmega328P microcontroller embedded all in one module. The placement of sensors in the house can be seen in Fig. 3 . Moreover, we have selected 400 independent data streams that have 400 sensor readings per stream and here we have considered each stream as an independent sensor. Furthermore, we have generated a 400 × 400 matrix of test data where we are considering 400 temperature readings from 400 different sensors. Given the test data with zero mean principal component analysis (PCA)computes the axes with maximal variance and minimal redundancy this maximal variance also represents the dynamics of the raw IoT sensor data. Application of PCA to our real world sensor data shows that the major variance is captured by only a small portion of the dominant subspaces (Fig. 4) . This observation provides us with a solid ground for the assumption that the raw IoT sensor data has an intrinsic lower dimensional subspace which carries the dynamics or important characteristics of the whole data.
2) SYNTHETIC DATASET
We construct a 400 × 400 test data traffic matrix to emulate the data traffic of 400 IoT nodes, each generating 400 samples for a given time duration. Our test data traffic matrix is a sum of a fixed rank k matrix and a sparse matrix.
3) GAIN AND OFFSET
The gain and the offset are also generated using uniform distributions of [0.5, 1.5] and [−0.5, 0.5], respectively.
4) NOISE
Here we generate a 400 × 400 matrix of pseudorandom mean zero Gaussian noise. In our experiments just to provide a visually simple relationship between noise variance and subspace perturbation we choose to directly perturb the subspace with noise rather than adding noise to the sensor data which eventually leads to subspace perturbation.
5) OUTLIERS
we construct a 400 × 400 sparse matrix of outliers with a density of 0.2. The magnitude of the outlier is a uniform distribution of [−10, 10] and this magnitude is large enough to distort the computed subspace. The entries of the sparse outlier matrix follow Bernoulli distribution.
6) MISSING VALUES
We deliberately made 30 percent of the IoT data traffic entries as missing values.
Before adding perturbations to the data using noise, outliers and missing values a low dimensional rank k matrix is 67834 VOLUME 6, 2018 extracted from both the real world and synthetic data using singular value decomposition, after making all the singular values greater than k to zero ( i≥k = 0), then we multiply the factors (U V T ). This low dimensional matrix serves as a true sensor data and is used to compare our results in section VI B.
D. TRUE SENSOR DATA FORMULATION
To maintain simplicity throughout the section the paper assumes a univariate sensor scenario, but this example can be extended to multivariate sensor scenario as well, where a group of sensors are sensing different phenomenon. Here the paper is making an important assumption that there lies a lower dimensional linear subspace which carries the true characteristics of the raw data, i.e. the true subspace of the n-dimensional Euclidean sensor space. Considering sensors as systems (Fig. 5) , intuitively each sensor reading [1] can be represented as
where y is a vector of raw IoT sensor data, β is a vector containing sensor offset values, α is a vector containing the sensor gains and z is a vector containing the true values of sensor readings. Eq. 3 can be rearranged to form an equation that depicts the true sensor data out of raw IoT big data traffic matrix.
Where Y = diag(Y ) and each non zero component of Y is the mean of y {1...n} at a given time instant. Sensors react to changing physical conditions i.e. the stimuli by alternating the electrical properties such as resistivity, voltage and current. The offset is generally used to balance the bias and is explicitly mentioned on the datasheet of the sensor [35] . Therefore it is practical to assume that each IoT node is aware of its offset value.
V. MAIN APPROACH
As discussed in section IV D the paper assumes that the raw IoT sensor data has an intrinsic true subspace which carries most of the dynamics of raw data and in section IV A we have defined the information content which is true data in our case is free from redundancy. Therefore to solve the IoT sensor data veracity problem this paper seeks an approach that finds a non redundant linear intrinsic subspace even in the face of high uncertainties, then this subspace is used to generate more reliable data which emulates the true dynamics of the raw IoT data with no or minimal uncertainty. This section is divided into two parts the subsection A discusses the approach to estimate the subspace and in subsection B discusses the approach to the generate true IoT sensor data.
A. ROBUST SUBSPACE ESTIMATION
The robust subspace estimation focuses on two steps first reconstruction of subspace using sample data and second iteratively tracking down the intrinsic dominant subspace. Y is the zero mean centered m × n IoT sensor data traffic matrix (Fig. 2) . The dominant subspace (DS) can be defined as k uncorrelated linear components ofȲ (Eq. 5). (5) where k ≤ m and
DS(Ȳ ) = U T iȲ
is also the first k columns of left singular vector U in the singular value decomposition [36] ofȲ = U V T . The paper assumes the traffic matrix data model asȲ = L + S, where L is a low rank approximation and S is the sparse component ofȲ . Since the rank of L is less than k, L matrix can be written as L = U Y . Initially this approach chooses a partial matrix Y as Y ⊆Ȳ using a linear operator Y = (Ȳ ). This partial matrix is iteratively reconstructed. Finally the goal is to find the optimal basis for the intrinsic subspace using the partial entries (reconstructed matrix) of the IoT data matrix i.e the solution to Eq. 6.
Eq. 6 is computationally complex and conventional optimization techniques will be too slow for practical implementation, therefore the approach introduces a non-convex sparse penalty function h (Eq. 7).
The approach considers h as a smooth approximation of h which can be formulated as l P norm,
The parameter can be tuned to remove outliers as well as induce sparsity in the outliers. This smoothing penalty function enjoys the advantages of l 0 regularization with faster convergence. Based on empirical information [2] , [37] it is observed that relatively large delta leads to faster convergence and relatively small delta leads to sparse output. Finally this approach is looking for an orthonormal basis for the dominant subspace as shown in the following equation.
The above optimization problem (Eq. 9) is solved iteratively using alternating direction method of multipliers model [38] . To achieve a smooth U throughout, is VOLUME 6, 2018 shrinking iteratively with each step. Moreover, the resultant U is not uniquely determined. Now since the approach is working with Y (Eq. 9) which is a subset of the raw data traffic and not the complete raw data itself, the dominant subspace is resistant to various uncertainties embedded in raw IoT sensor data.
B. ESTIMATION OF TRUE SENSOR DATA
Based on the Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 of section IV the paper assumes that there lies a linear subspace inside the unstructured raw IoT big data. In this section, the paper further discusses an approach to extract the true sensor readings out of raw IoT big data. This approach consists of two steps, first the approach projects the incoming raw IoT sensor data to the dominant subspace and compute the sensor gain vector and secondly the approach estimates the true IoT sensor sensor matrix based on the gain vector.
The approach considers the signal space as δ = U U T and θ be the complement of the signal subspace. Then from Eq. 4 the approach can safely assume that every point in z also belongs toȲ i.e. z ⊆Ȳ . The approach observes a relation between the dominant subspace basis and the true intrinsic subspace as shown (Eq. 10),
Theoretically this relation holds since all the column vectors of θ are orthogonal vectors and z T ⊆ δ is also orthogonal vector. Moreover as discussed in section IV the offset β is a constant. Therefore the approach is only interested in the recovery of the gain vector α from Eq. 10. This paper is now about to derive an equation for mean centered traffic from Eq. 10 only dependent on α.
Rearranging Eq. 11 as follows
Substituting Eq. 12 in Eq. 10
Y is a zero mean centered IoT data traffic matrix. Therefore Eq. 13 can be written as follows
Moreover in the presence of even minor uncertainties it is not possible to solve Eq. 14 for α in a closed form fashion. Hence this approach looks for a robust optimal solution rather than the true solution for Eq. 14, hence this approach models Eq. 14 as an optimization problem. and
Step 1
end for retain only k rows of U find optimal α Step 2
← Eq. 15
Step 3
A reasonable equivalent for the optimization problem provided in Eq. 15 is to find right singular vectors of θȲ associated with singular values in ascending order. Once the approach finds an optimal set of α, using Eq. 4 one can find the true intrinsic subspace present inside the raw IoT big data.
The steps for data aggregation are summarized in algorithm 1. This algorithm starts with a SVD of an arbitrary part of the whole IoT sensor data traffic matrix Y 0 and generates a rough estimate of L. Initially the is relatively large which enforces fast subspace reconstruction until a good rough estimate of the subspace is achieved later the is reduced iteratively to further optimize the subspace. The resultant dominant subspace is used in step 2 and an optimal gain vector is computed. Finally in step 3 a more reliable true sensor data is generated using Eq. 4.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In the first part of this section the paper discusses the experimental setup and in the second part, the experimental results are presented.
A. METHODOLOGY
The performance evaluation is focused on answering these crucial questions: What are the characteristics of the subspace? How accurately the proposed approach estimates the true IoT sensor data in the face of high uncertainties? Is the proposed scheme scalable for IoT applications?
To address the first issue,we present a graphical relationship between noise variance and subspace error. To answer the second question we present the estimated true IoT sensor data in the presence of high Gaussian noise with outliers and missing values. Here we also compare our approach of true data estimation using robust subspace estimator against a baseline algorithm. We proceed to answer the third question of scalability by computing the energy efficiency while 67836 VOLUME 6, 2018 varying the number of devices based on the D2D network architecture discussed in section III.
Our approach is focused on improving the quality of massive IoT sensor data, hence we believe the prowess of the approach can be proved even with a small volume of data.
Baseline: Principal component analysis (PCA) is a classical tool for low dimensional linear subspace approximation called the principal components. The effectiveness of singular value decomposition (SVD) plays a big role towards the popularity of PCA. However, SVD based PCA is fragile to high uncertainty and may generate arbitrary subspaces. This paper selects PCA as a baseline since PCA is very popular and also has many variants, therefore may serve as a good baseline algorithm for the proposed algorithm. Moreover, it is important to note that the baseline algorithm uses PCA only to compute the dominant subspace i.e.
Step 1 for algorithm 1 and the dominant subspace is used to generate true sensor data as discussed in step 2 and 3 of algorithm 1.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To demonstrate the efficacy of our approach we have performed four experiments, first we plot the subspace reconstruction error (Eq. 16) as a function of noise variance to illustrate the relationship between Subspace reconstruction error with the noise variance (Fig. 6) . We consider the rank of low dimensional subspace k=10 for all the experiments. Based on Fig. 6 the noise variance and the subspace reconstruction error have approximately linear relationship i.e. the noise variance is directly proportional to the subspace reconstruction error. Since now we know the relationship between subspace error and noise variance we use subspace reconstruction error as a reference feature to present varying levels of subspace perturbations based on the noise variance.
We compute the subspace reconstruction error as follows:
WhereỸ is the estimated mean sensor data matrix andȲ is the IoT sensor data traffic matrix.
We compute the true sensor data estimation error as follows:
Wherez is a vector of the estimated true IoT sensor data of IoT node i and z is a vector of the true IoT sensor data of IoT node i.
For the next experiment we adulterate the subspace with Gaussian noise. In this experiment just to provide a visually simple relationship between noise variance and subspace perturbation we choose to directly perturb the subspace with noise rather than adding noise to the sensor data which eventually leads to subspace perturbation. As shown in the Fig. 7 we have successfully estimated the true sensor data to a reasonable extent for both the datasets.
For third experiment we further added high Gaussian noise along with considerable amount of outliers to our datasets and estimated the true sensor values. Fig. 8 shows that our algorithm estimates true IoT sensor data to a reasonable extent even in the presence of big outliers. Moreover we also compare the proposed approach with the baseline approach where we compute the subspace using classical PCA and then estimate the true sensor data same as discussed in algorithm 1. It can be seen that the baseline approach generates very high true sensor data estimation error even with low reconstruction error (low noise variance) and also generates random results without any pattern. Moreover it is well known from the empirical studies [18] , [19] that SVD based PCA is fragile to high uncertainties and generate random subspace basis.
For the fourth experiment we add high Gaussian noise along with synthetic missing values to the dataset. Fig. 9 shows that our algorithm can estimate true sensor data to a reasonable extent even in the presence missing values. Again SVD based PCA generates high estimation VOLUME 6, 2018 error along with random results. In general, it can be observed that the accuracy of our approach on real world sensor dataset is lesser than the synthetic dataset, It is due to the fact that the sensor dataset is already corrupted with noise other than the synthetic additive gaussian noise. Apart from the above four experiments aimed to validate the core data aggregation approach we also check the scalability of the D2D communications for its practical implementation (Fig. 10) . Here we simulate the energy efficiency (Eq. 2) while varying the number of IoT devices based on the system model in section III. We compare the presented cluster based D2D communications for IoT data delivery with recent D2D-EE scheme [39] and the non cooperative standard LTE-A solution.
C. DISCUSSION
The baseline approach is fragile to high uncertainties due to the fact that the single value decomposition approach directly processes raw IoT sensor data to compute the optimal subspace basis. But the empirical observations [18] , [19] show that it rather generates random subspace basis in the presence of high uncertainties such as big outliers and missing values. Therefore due to the selection of a random subspace basis instead of the optimal one the baseline algorithm fails to estimate true sensor data and generates random results. The proposed approach does not compute the optimal subspace directly using the raw IoT sensor data, instead at the beginning it roughly reconstructs the subspace using a partial matrix and then iteratively tracks down optimal dominant subspace. Moreover using the optimal subspace the proposed solution efficiently estimates true IoT sensor data even in the presence of high uncertainties. Therefore the proposed approach is robust to high uncertainties and performs better than the baseline approach.
Limitation: The paper makes a common yet stringent assumption that each basis is orthogonal to the previous one, moreover, if the data is arranged in non-orthogonal basis then the dominant subspace estimation approach(section V A) will generate random outputs. The paper also assumes that the outliers are bigger in size than the inliers, moreover, if both outliers and inliers are comparable in size then our dominant subspace may contain outliers that degrades the overall performance.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper deals with the data veracity problem due to the presence of noise, outliers, missing readings and redundancy in the raw IoT sensor data. This paper presents a data aggregation approach to efficiently tackle the data veracity problem. The data aggregation generally consists of a data delivery mechanism and a data preprocessing algorithm. The data delivery mechanism is designed with clustering based D2D communication among participating IoT devices. The data pre-processing approach which is the kernel of this paper is an amalgamation of two independent approaches i.e. robust dominant subspace estimation and tracking and true sensor data estimation. In robust subspace estimation, the proposed algorithm first reconstructs a rough estimate of the subspace using sample raw IoT sensor data and further optimizes the roughly estimated subspace to track the dominant subspace. This subspace is used to generate the reliable true sensor data matrix. As presented in the simulation studies the proposed algorithm can estimate true sensor data in the presence of noise, outliers and missing values. To depict the efficacy of the delivery mechanism the paper presents the energy efficiency as a function of the number of IoT devices. In the future, the authors plan to improve the proposed algorithm for streaming IoT sensor data cleaning, moreover the authors also plan to develop a professional tool that practically decouples the data analytics and data aggregation framework. 
